**Being and Becoming European: Imagining European Cinema for Children**

This article is dedicated to Terry Staples with thanks for his love of children’s cinema.

*I can’t remember who took me to see ‘Mandy’. It was such an intense experience that the cinema could have crumbled around me and I wouldn’t have noticed. I was in that film, suffering alongside Mandy.*

(Wilson, 2007 p.155)

In her autobiography, popular British children’s author Jacqueline Wilson describes her total immersion in the 1950s films, featuring child star Mandy Millar. She became an avid fan of the young actress and described replaying favourite scenes again and again ‘in her head’. The young Jacqueline also used these film melodramas to begin to create her own stories, playing with cut out figures of Mandy and then reinventing a ‘third Mandy;’ an imaginary friend from whom she was ‘inseparable for years’ (Wilson, 2007 p.156). Wilson’s adult reflections reveal the way she drew on the films as a resource in her own emerging interest in storytelling, comparing the life of Mandy, also a young British girl, to her own. Her account illustrates the way that film invites children to suspend disbelief, enter a fictional world and walk for a while in another’s shoes. When the film was over, Jacqueline’s participation in it was only just beginning.

Research confirms that film and television continue to be highly important in children’s lives (Ofcom, 2014) and a central source of narrative impacting on their play and their identities (Parry, 2013). Indeed children’s right to specialist media is enshrined in the United Nations ‘Convention of the Rights of the Child’. Marsh (2005) observes that
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2 Independent regulator and competition authority for the UK communications industries.
children, siblings, parents and grandparents participate in play, talk and stories based on favourite films, which then become a significant aspect of family life.

Films are first and foremost narrative forms and children’s films and television programmes are, for very many children, a primary source of narrative, therefore it is vital to care about the sorts of experiences of narrative that are on offer to children. It is also worth reflecting on the fact that in the UK the films children access are predominantly those made in the USA. We know from cinema admissions and DVD sales in recent years that the UK has a sizeable market for films for children and families:

*The cinema audience for the top 20 films in 2008 was predominantly young, with the 7-34 age group (40% of the population) making up 64% of the audience.*

(UKFC, 2008 p. 116)

Although cinema audiences have been in slight decline since this data was captured\(^6\), films which contribute to upward curves in the figures are often those made for children. Yet UK filmmakers rarely attempt to produce home-grown product for children and families. This situation was attributed by the UK Film Council (UKFC) the body formerly charged with the strengthening of the UK film industry, to the comparative success of the US studio distribution system:

*The challenges facing UK films are common to other film industries outside of Hollywood, although our shared language with the US is a complicating factor. It can work advantageously by making the two countries obvious production partners. On the other hand, it can be a disadvantage in the home market where English-
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\(^5\) United Kingdom Film Council (UKFC) (2008) Statistical Year Book.

\(^6\) Current BFI statistical year books do not break down audience figures by age in the detail previously provided by The UKFC.
language US studio pictures with significant marketing muscle often have a competitive edge over smaller, home grown films. (UKFC, 2009 p.10)\textsuperscript{7}

Bazalgette and Staples (1995)\textsuperscript{8} argue that it may not be surprising that children’s cinema should be dominated by American companies, but the fact that it seems ‘perfectly natural’ globally is the result of a long history of ‘cinematic cultural imperialism’ (Bazalgette and Staples, 1995 p.97). They go on to point out that in Britain: ‘it hardly ever occurs to anyone to remark that nearly all the films we see are foreign. The Independent Film Parliament’s (2007)\textsuperscript{9} report ‘Are Children Being Served’ suggested that too few films for children are exhibited each year and of those ‘few if any reflect back to children the experience of growing up in this country’ (IFP, 2007 p.2).

In the early 00s the seemingly natural state of American domination led to the UK Film Council, taking what might be seen as a pragmatic stance of encouraging greater inward investment, that is to say American investment into the UK film industry. This resulted in co-production in which a relatively small investment from the UK Film Council resulted in a partnership with a large American studio. This partnership yielded benefits to the UK film industry, for ex-

\textsuperscript{7} United Kingdom Film Council (UKFC) (2009b) Film in the UK: A Briefing Paper.
ample, use of UK production facilities, locations, crew and cast in films such as the Harry Potter series.

Informally, UK Film Council officers argued that children in the UK were adequately served by American product and that children’s film production was not a viable economic option for UK funding. Although this view was never made explicit in writing, there was an absence of any mention of children’s film production in policy documents. In the last policy expression by the UK Film Council prior to closing to The House of Lords Select Committee on Communication, 2010 the UKFC made clear an intention to continue to focus energies on attracting inward investment from the USA:

The UK Film Council is proposing to strengthen the Los Angeles office of the Office of the UK Film Commissioner.

(HoL Select Committee on Communication, 2010 p. 35)

Through this UK tactic of prioritising co-production with the US, boundaries have been blurred and domination is perhaps now better understood as cultural collaboration. As a result, filmed adaptations of British children’s books such as ‘The Chronicles of Narnia’ (Adamson, 2005) the Harry Potter series (Columbus, 2002), and ‘The Golden Compass’ (Weitz, 2007) are felt by the audiences to be British even when the majority of the funding and rights are held by the North American companies Walden, Warner and New Line Cinema respectively. However, it must be acknowledged that the UK is the less powerful partner in this relationship so that a film can become something of a hybrid - often also carrying with it all the ideas and insecurities of each culture about what is appropriate and ap-
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10 Children are only referred to in BFI education policy documents and there is currently no policy relating to children in terms of production or distribution.

pealing to children. In this context it becomes harder for a film to realise its potential in terms of having a distinct national identity with the potential to represent to children their own lives.

One example of the battle for cultural identity in the process of making a co-produced film is the partnership between an American company, Dreamworks and British company, Aardman. Dreamworks recognised the appeal to children of Nick Park’s claymation characters and was keen to fund future films. Although this resulted in two films which Nick Park Aardman’s creator of ‘Wallace and Grommit says he was proud of, ‘Chicken Run’ (Lord and Park, 2000) and ‘Wallace and Gromit: Revenge of the Were Rabbit’ (Park and Box, 2005) the battles for retaining the characters’ identities were described by Park as highly stressful and resulted in the partnership ultimately ending. One example given was the process of notes being constantly received during script development about English phrases that a child in North America just wouldn’t get (Gibson, 2008 p.1).

Aardman continue to make films for children’s television in the UK having previously signed deals with Sony Pictures, a global company originating in Japan with subsidiaries in the USA and UK, to make three further films. Investment from global corporations with strong links to distribution and exhibition is thus demonstrably key to the development of children’s films. However, within the production process the writers, animators, directors etc. must have a degree of agency over their creative decisions in order to maintain the integrity and identity of the texts they devise. This is clearly the way in which a film is marked by a particular set of cultural influences, as Nick Park explains in an interview with Owen Gibson in relation to The Beano:
“I've been a fan of it all my life. My dream was to draw for the Beano," he enthuses. "When I was 10 years old I started drawing cartoon strips with the Beano in mind. I lived in that world. You own a comic, it's yours and adults don't understand it. You could pile them up under the bed and if you were off school ill, you'd go through them all."

And with that, Park is off into a halting reverie about growing up in 1960s Preston, "where everything looked like it was still from the 1950s". About spending the whole of Christmas Day in 1971 sitting in a box reading his new Beano album, hurtling down side streets on homemade go-karts or "trolleys", dreaming up Wallace-style inventions with his brothers, and spending hours in the heat of his parent's loft working on his animations with his mother's home movie camera.

(Gibson, 2008 p.1)\(^{12}\)

As can be seen in the most recent 'Minions' film, fun as it might be, Britishness is currently culturally ‘cool,’ resulting in parodic representations of policeman pouring themselves tea as they pursue the villains in their Morris Minors. Britishness, and British children's literature and television programmes in particular, have always had a value to USA film producers and we should acknowledge that there has previously been a shift away from entirely American filmed adaptations of UK children's fiction to the UKFC model of co-production in which UK funding results in films which could be considered to be cultural hybrids. However, this situation is a long way away from having a strong and long-standing indigenous film industry for children in the UK. And frustratingly, the success of these films mask US dominance, by giving the impression that many films for children are British. Further policy and initiatives driven forward by the UKFC (now BFI)\(^{13}\) policy in relation to children have focused not on production but on exhibition and education activity. For example, Film Club, (now Into Film)\(^{14}\) was set up in order to encourage schools to set up screening opportunities in school. First Light (now Into Film) was set up in order to give young people the opportunity to make films.


\(^{13}\) http://www.bfi.org.uk/

\(^{14}\) http://www.intofilm.org/
Through Regional Screen Agencies and now Film Hubs, education activity in independent cinemas and at film festivals was also supported. However, if there are few European films made and a lack of confidence in the market for them then these initiatives will continue to rely on US content as their source. We are effectively witnessing a time when public funding from Europe is used to educate children and develop audiences for predominantly American films.

However there is cause for great optimism along side an increased urgency for the cultural sector and the film industry in particular to help define what it means to be European. I suggest co-production may well be the future of films for children being made, distributed and exhibited in Europe. At a time when a small number of European partners have been collaborating to produce a Framework for Film Education In Europe, I hope the delegates of The Children’s Film First Conference see that the potential for European cooperation, collaboration and co-production is key to the future of European cinema. As Alain Bergala 15 argues in his recent speech at the launch of the Framework for Film Education in Europe (2015) ‘...through this art form, young people experience life, beauty, a vision of the world that is theirs in the age, country and the era in which they live.’ And we have a pertinent and resonant example in the film of ‘Paddington’ (King, 2014) an immigrant bear escaping death and destruction in ‘darkest Peru’ and only narrowly avoiding them in London. ‘Paddington’ in 2014, was the UK’s most successful film, grossing £37,000 million at box office, according to the BFI statistical yearbook for 2014 16. Over and above the quality of the film, this success owes a great deal to the marketing and a year’s worth of press opportunities and merchandising partnerships. In the future ‘Paddington’ may come to signal a brighter future for European films for
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16 www.bfi.org.uk/statisticalyearbook2014
children. Only ten years ago a British / French / Canada co-production and live-action feature film, adapting an out of fashion literary character would have been dismissed, certainly by lottery funded UK film production schemes. Despite the reputation of David Hayman, producer, and the Paddington Bear ‘IP’17 (now a fully reenergised brand) it was French company, Studiocanal, who became the key financial partner. The long history of treating cinema as art, as eloquently described by Bergala, also provides strong evidence of the need for a strong commitment to production, distribution and exhibition of film, for children. It is clear we cannot rely on the market to meet children’s needs.

And it is in European countries who have taken seriously their responsibility to produce specialised children's media, that is to say media made in children's own national contexts and cultures. In some nations the issues raised by the particular global dominance of American children's films are recognised and countered. Incentives through tax relief or quota systems are used in other European countries, for example Germany and Denmark, and this is also the case for nations such as Iran and Israel. These films regularly add to the admissions figures for the year for the national cinema but more needs to be done to ensure they are seen more widely across Europe.

There is much that the UK can learn from those countries who have ring-fenced public subsidy for children’s film and television production and distribution, who recognise the need to develop an infrastructure for this sector of the creative industries to survive (Brown, 2011)18. One example, described by Viola Gabrielli of Kids Regio, is Germany’s
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17 Intellectual Property
“Outstanding Children’s Film,” inspired by the Dutch model “Cinema Junior,” which includes a funding scheme alongside support for development and writing. The initiative funded by a union of public German broadcasters, the German film industry, German film funding institutions and organised by a non-profit ‘Association for the promotion of German children’s film.’ The aim of the initiative is to strengthen visibility and profile of children’s films in Germany and increase the quantity and quality of live-action children’s films, which are not based on a brand or a bestselling novel, but offer original and valuable stories for children from 8 to 12 years.

Of course, the argument that films should be made in the national language is clear and compelling, especially in terms of meeting children's needs. But if we consider the need to nurture new audiences for contemporary national cinema, only the very short sighted would fail to see that European cinema can only thrive if children grow up watching films made in Europe.

In the UK there is a long history of television broadcasting for children, including a significant amount of indigenous production. In recent years, however, there have been grave concerns expressed about decreasing investment in children's television programming. Perhaps because of the highly prevalent discourse that children should not really be watching films or television programmes at all (they should be playing the parks of some former bucolic idyll), the comparative devaluing of media and popular culture in comparison to books perhaps accounts for the inertia of those in public office with a responsibility to advocate children's rights to specialised media.

Specialised production for children should be given priority in any policy, support or incentives to support film production in Europe:

*Children’s films constitute a valid, distinctive, sometimes innovative and challenging form of cinema, which is just as much worth fostering as any other.*
In the UK, despite highly publicised education policy for film education for children, there is now no BFI policy which makes clear any strategy for the nurturing of young audiences through film production and distribution. The result is that we continue to have a situation in which UK children predominantly watch US films and soon the same might be said of television. These same children will not choose to watch British or European films when they reach the age of eighteen.

As I write I hear on the news of a horrific news story about immigrants found dead in an abandoned lorry. It may seem at these moments that there are far more important things to be worried about. However, the moving image plays a significant role in voicing the concerns of a generation and film and television has a distinct ability to develop empathy, enabling us all to see the world from another person’s point of view. Film also has strong links to social justice, combining political action and creative expression and in the digital era increasing possibilities for collective action with our European neighbours. We have a responsibility to future generations of children and audiences to demand funding and support for new European collaboration which draws together representatives of the children’s film industry to create a new European policy and strategy for film production to ensure that every European country takes seriously its responsibility to create film which captivates, excites and represents children.

(Bazalgette and Staples, 1995 p.97)
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Full animation ‘Stories in My Head’ from the Research ‘Children, Film and Literacy’ project: https://vimeo.com/69974898